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Climate change refers to long-term shifts in temperatures and weather patterns, mainly caused by human activities, especially the burning of fossil fuels.
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VISIT SITE

Does Climate Change Really Mean the End of the World? | Let Lee Explain
174K views • 2 years ago

New reports on climate change have been released that suggest our planet may be on a path to destruction — even sooner than ...

5:22

The Climate Change Debate Is Long Over And There Is Nothing We Can Do
1.4M views • 7 years ago

The Newsroom s03e03 The EPA A technology to actually reverse the impact of Methane and Co2, etc. is all that can save us now..

4:13

Will the World End Because of Climate Change? | Apocalypse NowThis
344K views • 4 years ago

The world is going to end one day. The question is HOW? 'Apocalypse NowThis' examines the different ways in which life as we ...

CC

15:02

Why Climate Change is Now Inevitable | Unveiled
29K views • 1 year ago

The Climate Crisis is here to stay... and here's why! In this video, Unveiled discovers the true extent of climate change and global ...

CC

7:41

Causes and Effects of Climate Change | National Geographic
3.1M views • 4 years ago

About National Geographic: National Geographic is the world's premium destination for science, exploration, and adventure.

3:05

FUTURE EARTH  S1 • E1

Future Earth: What Will Earth Look Like in 2025? | Disaster Documentary | Reel Truth.
Science
187K views • 3 years ago

Earth is running out of fresh water and due to a growing population and global warming, by 2030 there will be a 50% greater ...

The End of the World As We Know It | Let Lee Explain
12K views • 1 year ago

New reports on climate change have been released that suggest our planet may be on a path to destruction — even sooner than ...

The Tipping Point | Climate Change: The Facts | BBC Earth
127K views • 2 months ago

#ClimateChange #BBCEarth Watch more: Planet Earth http://bit.ly/PlanetEarthPlaylist Blue Planet http://bit.ly/BluePlanetPlaylist ...

Climate Change: What Happens If The World Warms Up By 2°C?
374K views • 6 years ago

Two degrees is the target for limiting the global temperature increase. But even that limit will have a dramatic effect on the world's ...

David Attenborough: ‘Act now on climate change or it will be too late’ - BBC News
57K views • 2 months ago

Sir David Attenborough has urged developed nations like the UK to "take moral responsibility" for climate change and helping ...

Stephen Hawking’s 7 Predictions of Earth’s Demise in the Next 200 Years
8.8M views • 3 years ago

What will happen to our planet in the next 200 years? The most famous scientist since Albert Einstein, Stephen Hawking, who has ...

The 'Horrifying' Reality Of Climate Change By The End Of The Century
3K views • 2 years ago

David Wallace-Wells, the author of "The Uninhabitable Earth," breaks down the devastating impact of climate change if no action ...

CC

Carl Sagan testifying before Congress in 1985 on climate change
614K views • 4 months ago

DECEMBER 10, 1985 “Witnesses testiked on how the greenhouse effect will change the global climate system and possible ...

The Tragedy Of Deforestation | Climate Change: The Facts | BBC Earth
87K views • 2 months ago

#BBCEarth Watch more: Planet Earth http://bit.ly/PlanetEarthPlaylist Blue Planet http://bit.ly/BluePlanetPlaylist Planet Earth II ...

TIMELAPSE OF THE FUTURE: A Journey to the End of Time (4K)
78M views • 2 years ago

We start in 2019 and travel exponentially through time, witnessing the future of Earth, the death of the sun, the end of all stars, ...

4K CC

What Humans Will Look Like In 1,000 Years
24M views • 4 years ago

There will eventually be a day where prosthetics are no longer just for the disabled. However, it's not just our outside appearance ...

How Earth’s Geography Will Change With Climate Change
1.7M views • 1 year ago

Sign up for an annual CuriosityStream subscription and also get a free Nebula subscription (the new streaming platform built by ...

The Turning Point
6.4M views • 2 years ago

'The Turning Point' explores the destruction of the environment, climate change and species extinction from different perspective.

NASA Warns Massive “Potentially Hazardous Asteroid" [COMING THIS WEEK]
120K views • 7 days ago

NASA Scientists say Asteroid 7482 is 2 1/2 times the size of the Empire State building and is headed towards earth this week.

CC

Our Story in 1 Minute
9.8M views • 9 years ago

Video sources: Through The Wormhole with Morgan Freeman Into the Universe with Stephen Hawking Do We Really Need the ...

CC

Visualizing the World in 2090
913K views • 6 months ago

In some ways, the world in 2090 may resemble the world we live in today. Yet, two key areas will almost certainly change: the ...

CC

What Could Happen in a World That's 4 Degrees Warmer | WIRED Brand Lab
1.4M views • 3 years ago

Produced by WIRED Brand Lab for Western Digital. Comedian Aparna Nancherla explores how global warming and climate ...

This is Earth in the next 100 years if we don't act on climate change | Ways to
Change the World
60K views • 1 year ago

The impact of human activity on climate is becoming more and more visible each year. If we do nothing to change our current way ...

Before and after coronavirus - scenes from the world's biggest cities
3.3M views • 1 year ago

These are the astonishing before and after scenes from cities around the world - as countries go into lockdown to combat the ...

How poor people survive in the USA | DW Documentary
27M views • 2 years ago

Homelessness, hunger and shame: poverty is rampant in the richest country in the world. Over 40 million people in the United ...

CC

Timeline of the Next 80 Years
127K views • 1 year ago

What does the future hold for humanity and our changing climate in the 21st century? Using projections from the IPCC Fifth Report ...

Is Climate Change Going To Kill Us All In 10 Years?
17K views • 1 year ago

One of the most frequent questions climate scientist Katharine Hayhoe gets is: “Is climate change going to kill us all in 10 years?

CC

When The World Gets 1℃ Hotter | Climate Change: The Facts | BBC Earth
178K views • 2 months ago

#COP26 #ClimateChange Watch more: Planet Earth http://bit.ly/PlanetEarthPlaylist Blue Planet http://bit.ly/BluePlanetPlaylist ...

Climate change is already irreversible
456K views • 3 years ago

---------- II ---------- Music by Epidemic Sound: http://epidemicsound.com Huge thanks to my supporters on Patreon: Dan Hanvey, ...
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